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Please read this operating manual carefully before starting the appliance. Keep it in a safe place for 
future reference. If the appliance is passed on to another person, this instruction manual must be handed 
over to the user along with it.
The manufacturer cannot be held liable for damage resulting from improper usage or incorrect operation.

WARNING
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision 
or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be ensured that they do not play with the appliance.
Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be carried out by children without  supervision.
Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a flammable propellant in this appliance.
Do not use this appliance near direct heat sources, for example, a cooker, radiator or exposing it to 
direct sunlight.
The appliance shall not be exposed to rain. Place the refrigerator on a dry, protected surface, away 
from edges.
Do not use an extension cord.

NOTICE
No responsible for the damage by ignoring the safety instructions SetPower. 
The use of accessories that are not recommended by SetPower can cause injuries and will invalidate
any warranty that you may have.
Place the products so that they do not collide against each other or break when the appliance is in 
motion.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer , its service agent or similarly 
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.  
Disconnect the power cable from the plug before carrying out any maintenance.
Do not place carbonated drinks and gaseous drinks under 0°C(32°F) in this appliance.

INTENDED TO USE

Staff kitchen areas in shops, of fces and other working environments.
Farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments.
Bed and breakfast type environments.
Catering and similar non-retail applications.

CAUTION
Keep ventilation openings, clear of obstruction in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in structure.
Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments of the appliance, unless they  
are of the type recommended by SetPower.
Do not place ice or liquids which are not sealed in containers within the refrigerator.
Do not place hot products or hot food in this appliance.

CORRECT  DISPOSAL OF THIS PRODUCT:
To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle 
it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please  
use the recovery systems or contact the retailer that they can take this product for environmental safe 
recycling.

DANGER
Risk of child entrapment.

Take of f the doors.
Leave the shelves in place so that children may not easily climb inside.

This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as:

Before you throw away your old refrigerator or freezer:



ENGLISH
Please read these instructions and the Safety section carefully before using your refrigerator.

AJ40 Series

AJ50 Series

AC ADAPTER

AJ30 Series

DC CONNECTION CABLE
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INSTALLATION

This appliance contains fluorinated greenhouse gas R134a within an hermetically sealed system and its 
operations depends on the presence of this gas. 

MODEL

Refrigerant

38.0 x 58.5 x 35.0(cm)

DC 12/24V  

AJ30

15.0 x 23.0 x 13.8(inch)

44.5 x 58.5 x 35.0(cm)

AJ40

R134a

17.5 x 23.0 x 13.8(inch)

53.0 x 58.5 x 35.0(cm)

AJ50

28.0 lbs 30.0 lbs 33.1 lbs

31.7 quarts 42.3 quarts 52.8 quarts

20.9 x 23.0 x 13.8(inch)

12.7 kg 13.6 kg 15.0 kg

30 liters 40 liters 50 liters

Temperature 
Range

-18°C to +10°C
 (0°F to 50°F)

Voltage
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Dimensions
HxLxW

Net 
Weight

Storage 
Volume



Left X 2 Right X 2 X 1X 8

X 2

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

HANDLE INSTALLATION
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COMMON 12V POWER SUPPLY ISSUES 
Wiring

Often the standard wiring from the car battery to the 12V outlet is too small.

A minimum 6mm automotive wiring should be used and the earth should be

wired directly back to the battery. 

Battery

The car battery could be old, undersized or have a dead cell causing too 

much voltage drop.

Connections

The 12 V plug, car 12 V socket or any of the connections between the 

fridge and the battery could be faulty or have come loose since installation. 

 

TIPS
1) Use the product in MAX mode in these cases:
- use of the product as refrigerator with high ambient temperature;
- when the suitable temperature need to be achieved in few time.

2) Use the product in ECO mode in these cases:
- use of the product as refrigerator and, in particular, with low ambient temperature;
- when the vehicle is parked for long time (with engine switched off)

USING THE REFRIGERATOR IN A VEHICLE    

- Make sure the polarity is right.
- The supply line is protected by a 15 A fuse located on the box.
- If connected to an existing cigarette plug, carefully check up that power supply is sufficient.
- If the supplied power cable is not used, see the table containing the information related to 

the cable section:

CABLE AREA  
2mm

MAX CABLE LENGHT METRES (ft)

12V 24V

2,5 (AWG 13) 2,5 (8 FT) 5 (16FT)

4 (AWG 11) 4 (13 FT) 8 (26 FT)

6 (AWG 9) 6 (20 FT) 12 (40 FT)

- Connect the feeding cable to a direct current 12 or 24 V DC power source.

(AWG)

CUT IN / CUT OUT
    Your fridge has built in battery protection and needs a minimum 10.9 V to start and 9.6 V to continue operating.

    During operation a load is placed on the power supply and voltage can drop by as much as 2 V, especially if the 

    wiring in insufficient (less than 6mm direct to battery) or if there is a loose connection somewhere.  

    If this occurs when you try and start your SetPower and the power supply drops under 10.9 V it will not start. 

    If this occurs when your SetPower is running and the power supply drops below 9.6 V it will stop. 
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USING THE REFRIGERATOR AT HOME
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OUR GUARANTEE
SetPower product comes with a 3-year warranty on the compressor 

and 1 year warranty on all other parts for your peace of mind. In the 

unlikely event this product fails when used according to our user 

guide, we will either repair or replace it. For full warranty terms and 

conditions on this product, please see the user guide. 

We'd welcome you contact us support@setpowerusa.com if you 

have any question about the product.

This product is warranted for 3 years on the compressor and 1 year 

for all other parts from the date of purchase. Our goods come with 

guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Local Consumer 

Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure 

and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or 

damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or 

replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure 

does not amount to a major failure. Warranty does not cover 

products that have not been used in accordance with user guide 

or are outside the warranty terms and conditions.

Quality Service Guarantee

official@setpowerusa.com

support@setpowerusa.com

3-YEAR WARRANTY
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